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I. Introduction
Arbitraments in the name of audition of joint stock corporations in the current Turkish Commercial
Code No:6762, are not effective in the way they were meant to be. The reason for this situation is, as the
auditors are arranged such an organ of the company and due to the principle of majority in joint stock corportations, the auditors are elected by the shareholders who compose the majority of the company and as
a result of this situation; an independent and impartial audition cannot exist at all. In addition to this, it is
also another reason for the inexistence of an efective audition is there is no specific criteria such as education, experience or specialty required for to be an auditor other than to be a Turkish citizen in the Turkish
Commercial Law.
A general fact seen from applications that most of the time, the auditors are the employees selected
by the major shareholders. These auditors do not fulfill the conditions assigned in Turkish Commercial Law
article no:353. at all and their only activity as an auditor is to sign the audition reports prepared by Board
of Directors which consist of a couple of paragraphs before regular shareholders meeting.
When all these subjects are considered, auditors can be generalized as the people with no function
and only selected to fulfill the obligatory organ of the company, actually only in appearance, mentioned
in the code.
It is so obvious that it is nearly impossible for Turkey to attract foreign capital with such an audition
system in a world where the capital stocks are globalized, circulated freely at every single country and performed investments, institutionalizations promoted in company managements. The reason for this is foreign capitals who intend to work with local capitals by associate status, would like to believe that they will
get the invesment’s worth. And this is only possible with financial statements prepared regarding to universal principals and criterias; with audition reports prepared by an independent auditor with no influence of the shareholders of the companies.
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When all the mentioned matters are considered, it is an obligatory for financial structures of capital
companies need to be aligned with universal principles in order to provide economic integration of Turkey,
whose economy is evaluated within the 20 major economies through the world, more efficiently. And this
will only be possible with a new audition system which is efficient, indepent and appropriate to international audition standarts.
The subject of audition in the Bill of Turkish Commercial Code is treated from this point of view and
composed. Actually, the provisions in the name of audition at the Bill, are built on the principal cause of
independent audition by removing the internal audition system from the current Turkish Code which has
no function at all. Thus, the auditors are no longer considered as an organ of the company. In addition to
this, the provisions in the name of the audition of joint stock corporations in the Bill ( 397-406 ) will also
be applicable in some terms of limited corporations. ( 635 )
. Regarding to the statements mentioned below; the new system requires 3 types of audition such as
process audition, special audition and audition of financial statements We will have a brief information
both about process audition and special audition at first and will explain the regulation in the name of
audition of financial statements in general terms based on the article no. 397-406 in the Bill of TCC.
II. Audition Types regulated in the Bill of Turkish Commerce Code
3 types of audition are mentioned in the Bill of TCC. These are process audition, special audition and
audition of financial statements.
1. Process Audition
The Bill of Turkish Commerce Code has foreseen some processes that are critically important in the
name of joint stock corporation also to be audited by an auditor. These processes can be counted as foundation, capital increase or decrease, merger and division, and issued securities. The audition actions in the
name of the mentioned processes that the auditor have to perform, are specified seperately in the items
which compose these processes.
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2. Special Audition
The articles no.438-444 in the Bill has designed assignation of a special auditor both by the shareholders and minority groups more efficiently than the current code. In addition to this, the article no 406
in the Bill has forseen a special audition assignation also for associate companies. Regarding to this article; the shareholder have the right to assign a special auditor in order for to examine the company’s relation both with the dominant corporation or any other company related to the dominant corporation as well
by applying to the concerned Commercial Court in case of two different circumstances. The two circumstances that leads up to assigment of a special auditor is as follows: (i) Narrow positive or evasion letter
written by the auditor in the name of the relation between the company and dominant corporation or any
other company related to the dominant corporation, or (ii) Commentary of board of directors in the name
of a loss of the company by either some legal procedures or forced precautions, applied by the corporation and non-equalization process as a result of these circumstances.
3. Audition of Financial Statements of the Joint Stock Company or Corporation
The audition of financial statements of the joint stock company or corporation is designed between
articles 397 – 406 in the Bill..
III. Arbitraments mentioned at the Bill of Turkish Commercial Code in the name of
Audition of Financial Statements
1. Cause of Audition
It’s been declared in the well-reasoned statement of the Bill that, the main aim of annual audition of
financial statements is to prove the existence of a corporate governance and moral and official bound to
the principles by presenting a full, apparent and apprehensible audition results, which is composed in the
name of the principle of public disclosure, to all relevant people including the shareholders. The goal of the
mentioned aim is actually, to provide an audition consistent with Turkish Accounting Standarts and to build
a trust to all financial results, negative or positive, that come out as a result of the audition, both from the
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direction of content and cause. This audition is in the name of all joint stock corporations, no matter small,
medium or large size; publicly held or private.
2. Audition Subject and Enclosure
The article no.398 designs the audition as which matters are orientated and what it comprises; when
you proceed in the name of this subject both with the article no.397; the included issues of the audition
subject and enclosure can be counted as follows:
First of all, company’s and corporation’s finacial statements, annual report of the Board of Directors,
inventory lists and the reports of the commission in the name of early risk realisation that are designed at
the article no.378 in the Bill, composes the main subjects of the audition. Coherence of the company and
corporation’s financial statements and reports of Board of Directors audition with Turkish Accounting
Standarts also covers its coherence to the Law and articles of incorporation. The punitive sanction of the
mentioned financial statements and annual reports of the Board of Directors not to be audited by the auditor is to consider these documents not regulated totally.
We belive that we should specify an issue at this point. The audition can only be discussed at financial matters; it is absolutely not possible to audit in legal terms, the appropriateness and effectiveness of
the legal procedures that should be reflected to the financial statements and are based on the informations and explanations here. The auditor can only audit, no matter positive or negative, if the financial
results has been reflected to the necessary statements appropriately regarding to Turkish Accounting
Standarts, the Law and the article of incorporation.
Audition should be done diligently appropriate to Turkish Audition Standarts. Audition is performed
to decide whether the company or corporation has reflected its situation based on the principal of moral
or not and if not, the reasons of this matter and to mirror all the contradictions and mistakes evidently and
it point out the whole point of fact. Auditor also prepares a report mentioning either an early warning
system has been established or not by the Board of Directors, if established, the structure and applications
of the system in details and represent the mentioned report with the audition report as well to the Board
of Directors.
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If the financial statements and annual report of the Board of Directors has been amended after the
presentation of the audition report and if this amendment is in a property of effecting the audition reports;
financial statements and annual report of the Board of Directors in accordance with the first item, are audited again. Re-audition and its result announced in the report specifically. Auditor also point out in its conception about the re-audition process.
3. Who can be Auditors?
It’s been designed in the Bill article no 400/1 about the specialities of the auditor. Regarding to this
designation, the auditor have to be an independent audition institution with shareholders either who have a
titre as certified public accountants or freelance public accountants. Medium or small sized joint stock corportations can elect one or more either certified public accountants or freelance public accountants as auditor.
We must specify as well that article no 400/1 in the Bill which specifies who can and can’t be auditors, is applied for process auditors. In other words, the causes mentioned in this article, take into consideration at the determination of the ones who can and can’t be process auditors.
The main cause regarding to this formulation is that the auditor must be an independent audition institution. This rule is mandatory for large sized joint stock corporations. On the other hand, the Bill also gives
an opportunity to small and medium sized joint stock companies and allow them to choose as auditors
among one or more either certified public accountants or freelance public accountants.
The decision of the joint stock corporations to be named as small, medium or large sized ones is designed in the Bill with the article no 1523. The criterias for this process can be counted such as annual financial statement, revenue and the number of the employees.
Regarding to these criterias, (i)Total annual financial statement as six Million Turkish Lira after reducing the loss seen in active turnover (ii) Total sales amount as twelve million Turkish Lira in the twelve
months period before the annual financial statement day of the fiscal period (iii) Average number of fifty
employees annually the companies which cannot exceed at least two of these criterias is counted as small
sized joint stock corporation. The companies which exceed at least two of the above criterias, but (i) Total
annual financial statement as twenty Million Turkish Lira after reducing the loss seen in active turnover (ii)
Total sales amount as fifty million Turkish Lira in the twelve months period before the annual financial statement day of the fiscal period (iii) Average number of two hundred-fifty employees annually the compa-
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nies which cannot exceed at least two of these criterias is counted as medium sized joint stock corporation. The companies which cannot exceed at least two of the last two criterias are in large capital
company status. A company whose stocks and shares quoted on the stock exchange in Turkey Stock
Exchange or quoted on the stock exchanges of the countries that are mentioned in the list that Capital
Markets Board of Turkey announces annually or its quotation application for stock Exchange had been
done, is counted as large capital company even it do not fit to the mentioned criterias above.
Article no 400/1 of the Bill mentions that the essentials of incorporations and operations of the
audition enterprises and the qualifications of auditors will be regulated by a corporation regulations
which will be prepared by the Ministry of Industry and Trade and which will be carried into effect by
the Council of Ministers.
4. Who can’t be Auditors?
It’s been also designed in the Bill article no 400 about the specialities of the people who can’t be
auditors in details. The reason for this detailed explanation in the name of the people who can’t be
auditors is, to provide an independent audition in the most effective way possible. Regarding to this
designation, anyone who is actively a joint partner with either a certified public accountant or freelance public accountant, independent auditing firm; working with the mentioned joint partner above or
the people who work with the people who has the occupations mentioned in this sentence, can’t be
auditors in the relevant company, in the name of the situations listed in the relevant article as eight
subclauses. When these eight subclauses are examined, it is so obvious that the main aim of the Bill
by this article is, to avoid the occasion of auditors who has either direct or indirect or effective or legal
relations with the shareholder, director, employee or any other legal entity who has direct or indirect
relations etc.of the company that will be audited and to provide a whole independent audition.
Foregoing article is designed with every single detail in the name of each person who is actively
a joint partner with either a certified public accountant or freelance public accountant, independent
auditing firm; working with the mentioned joint partner above or the people who work with the people who has the occupations mentioned in this sentence, without any additional margin. We strongly
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believe that when the layout manner of the article is considered, eventhough the subclauses seems limited ( numerus clausus ) with the article, all the circumstances that appears outside the context and rules
out the independence of the auditor, must be considered in the context of the article. Accordingly, except
the conditions mentioned in the subclauses and but in case of any direct or indirect relation with the company that will be audited, which will rule out the independence of the auditor, the mentioned person can’t
be elected as auditor.
In addition to the mentioned matters, auditor can’t consult or serve to the company that he/she will
be auditing other than tax consulting or tax audit, he/she as well can’t consult or serve the mentioned company by an allied company.
5. Rotation
The rotation clause has been designed in the Bill article no 400/2. Accordingly, an audit nominated
to audit a company by an independent audition institution, who audit the same company for seven years
continuously, the mentioned audit must be replaced at least for two years.
The General Rescript of the clause which exists in the preliminary shape of the Bill that was published
in 2005, states that either the same audit or the same audition institution should not audit the same company for several years as such a long term employer-auditor relation would eliminate the independency
and objectiveness and would generate an habituation “relativity/belonging”.
Paralel to this justification partially, article 400/2 at the preliminary shape of the Bill that was published in 2005 states “If an independent audition institution has written at least six times for ten years,
an approval letter in the name of a company whose securities are trading in the Stock Exchange; it is not
allowed them to be the audit for the same company” This rule was changed afterwards and shaped as in
the present circumstances.
As it was specified before and declared several times in the reason of the Bill, the primary aim of the
causes in the name of audit in the Bill, is to secure the independence and objectiveness. However, current
shape of the article 400/2 in the Bill regarding to the rotation, is out-of-reach to fulfill the main purpose.
As, the same auditing institution is allowed to audit the same company permanently and uninterruptedly;
merely, at the end of the 7.year, it should replace the audit in charge for two years. In other words, the
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independent audition institution will remain the same whereas the employee of the institution is replaced
for two years. It is so obvious that this formulation is not adequate for to eliminate the habituation and
relativity-belonging relation that the Bill is particularly avoiding; contrary to expectations, as it allows the
same auditing institution to audit the same company for an indefinite period, it can easily be signified as
eligible for the habituation and relativity-belonging relation that the Bill is particularly avoiding.
As the independent audition institution is evidently stated regarding to the rotation clause in this prescript; small and medium sized corporations that are audited by certified public accountant or freelance public account, will be outside the purview of field of application.
6. Auditor Election (TCC Bill Article 399)
The auditor will be elected by the Board of Directors of the company and will be elected by the Board
of Directors of parent company in case of an existence of an holding company. The auditor have to be elected for every single operating period and in any case before the end of the operating period that he/she will
perform an audit. After election of the audit, the Board of Directors will register to its trade register directly
the audit duty and specific auditor that they had selected and will announce this information at Trade Registry
Gazzette and at their website. (Bill article 399/1). In case the auditor election had not been made until the
fourth month of the operating period; the auditor will be appointed by the concerned Commercial Court, by
the demand of either the Board of Directors or any member of Board of Directors or any shareholder. (Bill
article 399/6). The same rule applies in case of either rejection or termination of the agreement by the audit,
the cancellation or nullity of nomination arbitrament, failure of his/her duties in the name of either legalother reasons or him/her to be blocked from his/her duty. (Bill article 399/6).
A particular point must be specified in the name of this matter. It’s designed in article 399/1 as the
auditor , “for every single operating period and in any case before the end of the operating period that
he/she will perform an audit” and the same article 399/6 as “in case the auditor election had not been
made until the fourth month of the operating period, the auditor will be appointed by the concerned
Commercial Court, by the demand of either the Board of Directors or any member of the Board of Directors
or any shareholder” This phrase gives the expression of that it is a necessity for Board of Directors to elect
an auditor in the first 4 months of the operating period and formulation of these two items are in flagrant
contradiction. However, manner of interpretation in the name of these two items should be as follows: In
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case the Board of Directors had not made the election of the audit until the fourth month of the operating
period, they can make the mentioned election as well after four months. On the other hand, in such a
case, either the Board of Directors or any member of the Board of Directors or any shareholder will keep
the right to apply to Commercial Court in the name of audition appointment demand.
7. Deposition of Auditor (Bill article 399/4)
Deposition of auditor is only possible with the rule of court regarding to the system that the Bill designed. Accordingly, the concerned Commercial Court,
a) of the Board of Directors ,
b) of the shareholders with 10 percent of the capital, of the shareholders with 5 percent of primal or
reduced capital in publicly-held corporations,
Demand of the above, can assign another audit, by regarding the opinions of the people concerned
and auditor in charge, in the existence of a justified motive in the name of the audit in charge especially
in the existence of a doubt regarding to the auditor’s subjective point of view. This law suit should be filed
in court within three weeks after the announcement of the election in Trade Registry Gazzette.
8. Termination of the Agreement by the Audit (Bill article 399/8).
The auditor is allowed to terminate his audition agreement either in the existence of a justified motive or a law suit filed in court in the name of deposition of the auditor. It’s been particularly specified in the
article what can’t be counted as justified motive. Accordingly, conflict in the name of opinion letter either
restricted positive or avoiding one can’t be counted as a justified motive. The auditor should terminate his
audition agreement in written and with well reasoned statement. The auditor is responsible to present the
realized results until the termination date and these results are given to the Board of Directors as a report.
In case the auditor gives a termination notice, the Board of Directors will elect another audit and
inform the termination notice of the auditor to the General Assembly and inform as well the auditor elected to the General Assembly.
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9. Audition Report and Opinion Letters:
a. Audition Report
It’s been designed in article 402 of the Bill, the explanation of a report by the audit in the name
of the result of the audition activity. It’s also stated in the article which subjects will take place in the
mentioned audition report. If we consider the issue in general, the auditor prepares his audition report
in the name of type, extent, quality and result, mirroring the matter as clear as it supposed to, written tangible with simple and plain language, including comparative results with previous year and
financial statements. The auditor bases the financial statements of the company or statements of the
parent company and holding company during evaluation.
The auditor evaluates the examinations of the Board of Directors to support and to develop the
requirements of the company’s and holding company’s existence, within the framework of the standarts foreseen by Turkey Audit Standarts in the name of study and reporting standarts and also mentions the other subjects regulated in the article.
b. Opinion Letters
The Bill foresees auditor to express his point of view at the end of the audition with an opinion
letter in the article 403. This letter, includes the evaluation of the auditor in the name of the result of
the audition as well as type, extent, quality and result of the audition. It has been formulated in the
article that the auditor can express 3 types of opinions. The importance of these opinion letters on
from a point of law shows itself as the power which may influence the management of the company
The auditor have to prepare an opinion letter at the end of the audition with subject heading as
either positive or restricted positive or negative. Furthermore, the auditor can also avoid from expressing opinion.
Positive opinion letter expresses that the auditor do not determine any kind of contradiction in
the audition, confirms that the financial statements of either the company or holding company are
accurate, approves the frame in the name of the company and the holding company regarding to their
corporate assets, financial position and profitability is adequate and mirrors the point of fact flaw-
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lessly. The opinion letter also indicates non-existence of a position of responsibility of the Board of Directors
and points out issues in case of an existence.
Restricted positive letter is issued in circumstances where the financial statements can be corrected by
authorised committees and in existence of contradictions which has limited effects at the results announced in the financial statements. The subject and the extent of the restriction should be clearly mentioned
in the letter as well as the way how the correction will be done.
The auditor, in case the audition can’t be performed regarding to the regulations of the mentioned
law in the name of audition or in case existence of uncertainty which do not enable to reach a conclusion
or in case important restrictions by the company during audition, can avoid from expressing opinions, no
matter giving evindences but with reasons. Avoiding from expressing opinions cause the results of negative opinion.
In circumstances with result of restricted positive or negative opion letters or avoiding expressing opinions, General Assembly, can’t take a direct or indirect decision based on financial statements relevant to
announced profit or loss. For instance, they are not allowed to decide about profit sharing. In such circumstances, the Board of Directors convoke a meeting with General Assembly within two days from the opinion letter submission date forward and calls out its resignation valid on the day of the meeting. The General
Assembly selects a new Board of Directors. This committee have financial statements ready, appropriate to
the law, statute and standarts in the following six months and present them to the General Assembly as
well as the audition report.
As can be seen, the Bill bonds big consequences such as resignation of the Board of Directors from
their duty in case of circumstances that the auditor issues a negative or restricted positive opinion. There
is also no appeal authority foreseen concerning these opinion letters in the Bill. For this reason, our belief is that only regarding to the negative or restricted positive opinion letters of the auditor and without any
appeal procedure foreseen, the necessity of resignation of the Board of Directors is a severe sanction.
Moreover, it is also not possible for the same Board of Directors to be elected as in article 403/5, it is foreseen the General Assembly to elect a new Board of Directors. In addition, small and medium sized companies audition by more than one auditors causes another disadvantage. That disadvantage is either these
auditors will act together or seperately and either issue one collective audition report and opinion letter or
more. If it is agreed that they can issue seperate opinion letters, the Board of Directors situation is indefi-
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nite in case of one auditor issues a positive opinion letter whereas the other auditor issues restricted positive opinion letter. It will be useful fort the mentioned subjects to be clarified in the Bill.
10. Auditor’s Responsibility
The responsibility of auditor is regulated in two different places in the Bill. One of them is the responsibility of the auditor in article 404 in the bill which appears from the violence of the silence liability; the
other one is general liability condition designated in article 554 at 11th chapter entitled as “Legal
Responsibility” which regulates the liability regime in joint stock corporations.
a. Auditor’s Violence of the Protection of Trade Secrets Liability (article 404)
Auditor, process auditor and special auditor, associates and representatives of the audition institution
which facilitates the auditor in the name of audition, are obliged to perform a moral and impartial audition and has a protection of trade secrets liability. They can’t make use of the confidential information, that
they gather during their activity, concerned in audition about the business and company. The ones who violate their liabilities on purpose or with negligence ( inaccurate manner) are liable to the company and in
case of any damage, to the associated companies. If there are more than one person who cause damage,
joint and several liability is the case.
The declaration of the mentioned article, it’s not mentioned what should be conceived as business and
company confidential information and by which components presence restore the gathered information
during their audition are in confidential status. Our belief in the name of this matter is in order to avoid
ambiguity, the general property criterias that are neccesary to qualify an information as confidential should be regulated in the article.
The penal sanction which should be executed in case of violence of the protection of trade secrets liability is regulated in the same article’s second item. Accordingly, concerning people has negligence in the
name of protection of trade secrets liability, due to the damage that they cause, one hundred thousand
Turkish Lira fine for every single audition and three hundred thousand Turkish Lira fine for joint stock com-
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panies whose shares(pay senedi) are trading on the stock exchange,can be decided. (RESTRICTED INDEMNITY). The most important point that should be highligted here is that the mentioned restricted indemnity
is applicable only in circumstances with the existence of negligence in the name of protection of trade secrets liability. If the liability of the protection of the trade secrets is violated on purpose, in that case, the
full damage caused concerning this violation is in the area of responsibility.
It is not possible to remove or to narrow the liability clauses, regulated in the article, with a contract;
but it is possible to widen the mentioned clauses. Prescription of five years is foreseen in the article regarding to the auditor’s protection of trade secrets liability.
The liability of protection of trade secrets covers the Board of Directors of the independent audition
institution and its employees as well.
b. Auditor’s General Liability (article 554)
The auditor who audits either company’s or holding company’s annual and consolidated financial statements, reports and accounts; the process auditor or special auditor who audits the company’s foundation, capital increase, capital decrease, merger, division, issued securities or auditing any other company’s
transaction or decision, they are responsible for the damage that they cause either to the company, shareholders and creditors in case of any inaccurate action in the name of their legal duty bound.

